We propose DreamStore — an AR application data platform. DreamStore can power shared AR experiences in a variety of settings with multiple users accessing and interacting with the same AR objects through their personal AR client devices. It can enhance the functionality and capabilities of the emerging AR applications. In a shared reality setting, the workload generated at such a high rate by multiple clients can overwhelm the backend, and result in dropped queries and lags on the user interface. Figure 4 shows the query rate every 100 ms while using our prototype room scanning app. There is considerable variability in the query rate throughout the session, going from 0 queries in some intervals to up-to 13, which corresponds to a query rate of 130/second — more than twice the frame-rate for most devices. Another major concern is overwhelming the user with too much information, which is more aggravating on AR interfaces. At any instant, a large number of objects in the field of view can be potentially augmented, which could lead to visual clutter. Visual clutter on AR interfaces does not just degrade the user experience but is capable of causing physical harm and material damage to the users and their surroundings.

Contributions: We propose DreamStore — an AR application data platform for addressing these issues. DreamStore provides a data-management API for application developers to model AR application workflows facilitating porting of core functionalities between different client platforms. We provide effective workload reduction and prefetching strategies for AR applications that facilitate interactive latency and do not overwhelm the UI with insignificant details. We provide two query-intensive workloads that emulate real-world AR application usage and present their performance evaluation on the DreamStore platform.

The platform incorporates optimizations for AR workload characteristics at various layers of the data stack. The query workload generated by the user interface is reduced by inferring query priorities from user gestures and dropping low priority queries. This makes sure that the users’ field-of-view is not cluttered as the system ignores low-interest objects, and does not waste resources fetching and rendering unimportant object details. The clients maintain a local cache with information about AR objects in their vicinity to reduce network roundtrips. This cache is maintained without explicit intervention from the developer through a pub-sub mechanism for syncing updates on object information across clients and prefetching information about objects likely to be queried in the near-future based on the device’s position, orientation, and trajectory. While there are existing works that support data infrastructure for games and virtual reality, the inclusion of rapidly changing query likelihoods derived from computer vision and the query session, alongside a multi-user setting, confounds the infrastructure problem. There is a need for a scalable infrastructure solution to provide a shared experience where users with different AR devices can interact and manipulate AR objects in a localized environment.

Motivation: DreamStore can power shared AR experiences in a variety of settings with multiple users accessing and interacting with the same AR objects through their personal AR client devices. It can enhance the functionality and capabilities of the emerging use-cases in shop floors, warehouses, and Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) systems with AR interfaces. For example, dedicated tablets fixed around entrances to conference rooms, classrooms, etc for displaying the schedule have become common in workspaces and schools. These devices support different level of interactivity ranging from allowing users to just see the current schedule to letting them update it. Although convenient, this solution requires significant investment in terms of dedicated resources.
hardware and installation effort. A potential solution to this could be enabling users to access this information on their personal devices through an augmented reality application. Although this seems like a trivial scenario, the data management problem intensifies in presence of a large number of users simultaneously accessing information on common rooms. A significant delay in the propagation of information update by a user to the other users simultaneously accessing it, and lag in information retrieval by an overwhelmed system can degrade the user experience. A similar use-case imagined in a different setting such as a mall during special events can enable the stores to convey geo-tagged promotions, advertisements, updates, etc. in realtime to the shoppers. It can also enable building collaborative/competitive multiplayer AR games [4,13] in a shared physical setting by providing an efficient data storage and synchronization framework for player-AR object interactions.

There have been several impressive improvements in computer vision (CV) research [31] recently, to the point where reasonably advanced techniques are now available as reliable building blocks for other research. Furthermore, augmented reality (AR) wearable devices such as Google Glass and Microsoft HoloLens, have become available, which continually capture and process image and video data and provide pertinent feedback (i.e., the augmentation) through an overlay display. These devices have inspired and unlocked a variety of “camera-first” interaction modalities, where the camera is often the primary mode of capture and input. This paradigm is transferring over to smartphones and tablets as well. AR applications such as Snapchat, Google Lens, and Amazon Shopping are bringing a completely new and natural mode of interaction to consumer-grade smartphones and tablets [15].

Smartphones and tablet devices have become extremely affordable at the mass-consumer scale and capable of either on-device or on-cloud image processing. When backed with large data stores, they can serve as the ideal edge device, for uses as broad as education, workforce training, healthcare, enterprise, and manufacturing. Thus, there will be a critical need for data infrastructure support to meet this trend to serve the workloads generated by these devices. The number of end-user activities that are backed by large amounts of data is rapidly increasing. For example, a simple restaurant look-up on Google Search and Google Maps is augmented with wait times, popular hours, and visit duration, aggregated from population-scale user location history logs [6]. The data-rich paradigm — considering a user’s AR view as a queried view on a large data warehouse brings about a unique opportunity to build compelling experiences for end-users.

Given the computational capabilities of the end-device and the network limitations, a critical consideration for AR applications is roundtrip latency. Since our AR device is a commodity phone or tablet, we expect the system to acquire the camera feed, preprocess it, extract structured information, query it against a database over the network, and return it as an image overlay — all in real-time. Clearly, given standard frame rates, a smooth end-user experience will necessitate algorithmic contributions that minimize network roundtrips and take advantage of unique properties of the AR workloads.

With the advent of Augmented Reality technology on common mobile devices, we have a wide variety of AR-capable devices running on different platforms, each supporting a different set of functionalities. Although we have development environments like Unity and libraries like Vuforia, ARToolkit which support development for all popular platforms — Android, iOS, UWP (including Hololens), these applications are not easy to port from one platform to the other. Moreover, there is no infrastructure solution to provide a shared experience where users with different AR devices can interact and manipulate AR objects in a localized environment.

2 Related Work

Data Platforms for Augmented Reality workloads: Schmalteig et al. [27] present a 3-tier data model for handling AR workloads. This work demonstrates the usage of context-sensitive scene graph data to construct views for AR apps from large databases of GIS XML data. The database layer is linked to the application layer by a data transformation layer, which maps raw data from the database to specific object types. Similar to DreamStore, it decouples the presentation layer from the data layer. The middle-tier is similar to the client-specific ARView management library in our system.

Nicklas and Mitschang [21] propose a 3-layer model, including the client device layer, federation layer, and server layer. The server layer stores resources for the entire system, including geographical data, users’ locations, and virtual objects. The federation layer, similar to the system developed by Schmalteig et al., provides transparent data access to the upper layer using a register mechanism by decomposing the queries from the client layer and then dispatches them to registers for information access.

LightDB [14] is a multidimensional array database for virtual reality applications utilizing orientation prediction to reduce data transfer by degrading out-of-view portions of the video. In contrast, the DreamStore system is built for AR applications exposing only the AR object information as opposed to storing and processing an entire scene.

Microsoft’s cloud service — Azure Spatial Anchors [19], provides a shared persistent database for mixed reality objects that can be accessed by multiple client platforms. The service stores the AR objects created by users keyed on their sparse spatial scans, unlike DreamStore, and relies on the cloud infrastructure to service all READ and WRITE requests without a managed local cache, similar to the baseline setup in our evaluation. Since the only possible way of querying on the Spatial Anchors platform is through spatial scans, a direct comparison with DreamStore is not possible as our querying API is based on pre-recognized objects. Moreover, without the pub-sub paradigm, the clients do not actively listen for updates on the objects they are currently accessing.

Shared AR and Interactivity Singh et al. [29] present a study of Augmented Reality systems in which they describe a generic architecture for an AR application. This architecture does not consider the problem of synchronization in a multi-client environment. Slay et al. [30] describe querying for virtual objects in an AR application using fiducial markers and other user interactions. They do not address the scaling problem in a rich localized-environment. Recent works in collaborative AR [28] and shared AR world game design [4] are focused on placement and tracking of AR objects in the shared world and interaction and experience design around, which are orthogonal to our work.

Location-based Prefetching for Mobile Applications: Geiger et al. [10] introduced ideas for developing a generic location-based mobile augmented reality. Their focus is on adding AR objects and tracking them through a user session based on camera-feed and device position employing smart prefetching algorithms based on motion profiles. This work is more in line with the now freely available AR toolkits that we use in DreamStore. This is in contrast to our effort of scaling and enabling data synchronization in a shared augmented reality setting. IMP [16] aims to shift the prefetching burden from applications to mobile-systems in order to optimize for energy and cellular data usage. DreamStore is designed around managing data needs for AR applications powered by application-specific databases, properties of which the mobile systems cannot exploit. However, an IMP like system could potentially enhance the performance of DreamStore applications by introducing an additional prefetching layer if it can speculate the applications’ needs.
We elucidate the API call mapping and queried object prioritization through two basic gestures commonly covered by most visual AR interfaces—*gaze and tap*. The implicit *gaze* gesture triggers a read on the set of AR objects in the field of view. Additionally, it generates the client device’s current position in physical space, orientation, and direction of motion. A detailed discussion of indoor localization techniques for generating the device position is beyond the scope of this work.

AR applications can potentially generate data queries at a rate higher than the device frame-rate (one query per AR object in the field of view). This can overwhelm the network and the backend data warehouse. We use ideas from existing work on interactive querying [7] to reduce the query workload. The user’s query intent is mapped to object priorities. The UI generates a ‘READ’ request for every object in the field of view. The interaction mapper periodically aggregates these requests and assigns them priorities according to the inferred user interest. High-interest objects generate more READ calls every period. The system drops the requests on objects with READ below a certain developer-defined threshold on the priority.

4.1 DreamStore Data Interface

The AR applications running on the DreamStore platform interact with the local client-side cache ARView through data management API calls. These API calls can trigger communication with the backend data stores. The application developer is oblivious to this communication, and it is managed by the view-management modules on the client and the backend. The API supports read-write operations on the AR object properties. The cache is kept updated by subscribing for updates on every object queried by the client maintained in its ARView.

- **READ** (\{object_ids\})—This augments the queried objects with the information from the ARView, and generates subscription requests for updates on these objects.
- **WRITE** (object_id : object_value)—The editable fields (information from the primary key-value store) in the AR object - object_id are updated with the value object_value. The ARView stores a ‘dirty’ bit for each object and sets it when the COMMIT function is called on an object.
- **COMM(T)O**—All the ARView objects with a set dirty bit are pushed to the backend key-value store.

4.2 Query Priority Mapping

We build upon the prior work on interactive querying [7] and propose an AR-specific query-reduction technique: it models the user’s query intent as an expectation over the field of likely queries. The user interface generates a READ query for each of the identified objects in the frame and passes it onto the Interaction Mapper module. The interaction mapper periodically aggregates all these READ requests and calculates the density or the count for each object query. The application developer has the option of configuring either density or count as the metric of object importance.

A user is likely to focus on an object of greater interest for more time than the other objects, consequently generating more READ requests on it. The mapper calculates the density for each object $O_i$ from the set of objects – $\{O_1, O_2, ..., O_n\}$ queried as $p_i = \frac{|O_i|}{\sum_{j=1}^{n}|O_j|}$.

The number of queries on an object $O_i$ in a batch is given by $|O_i|$. Explicit query on a specific object $O_i$ by the user, potentially triggered by object selection using a tap gesture or other means depending on the interface, sets the query density for that object as $p_i = 1$ and abandons queries on the other objects. This is because an explicit selection of an object by the user implies the user’s primary interest in the object.

Using object density as the metric of object importance has the potential of overwhelming the system in some cases. If a user scans through the space around them in a manner such that at any time, there are only a few AR objects in the view and the objects in the...
field of view change at a rate near to that of the interaction mapper’s aggregation rate, all the objects will get a high density score which would translate to high importance. Also, if the physical space has a lot of AR Objects, and the user continues expressing interest in them by keeping them in view, the system would still assign lower importance to the objects because of their uniformly lower densities despite being queried frequently. We provide count as another metric of object-importance which can handle such situations. The interaction mapper interprets the query-intent as a discrete numeric function, where each point corresponds to the number of times the recognition module issues a READ call on an object. The argument for higher counts corresponding to greater user interest is the same that we made for density. The user intent function – I is mapped to either the density function p or the absolute object counts e.

The interaction mapper first performs thresholding on the intent function generated by user interaction I. All objects with an intent value lower than a developer configured threshold – IMIN are discarded. The mapper then translates the set of intent values I to a set of READ ARView API calls. The mapper translates the intent function into up to three sets of READ calls with high, medium, and low priorities. The mechanism used for this mapping is developer-configurable, and the developer can choose from either value thresholding or proportion thresholding.

For value thresholding, the user defines a minimum intent threshold for high-priority assignment – HIGH and a minimum intent threshold for medium priority assignment – MEDIUM. The objects with intent values higher than HIGH are mapped to a READ call with HIGH priority. Of the objects with no assigned priority, the ones with intent values higher than MEDIUM are mapped to a READ call with MEDIUM priority. The remaining objects are mapped to LOW priority READ calls. In this method, the developer defines the proportions of the thresholded set to be mapped into HIGH, MEDIUM, and LOW priority READ calls.

The thresholding techniques presented here are not optimized for a large list of objects. Standard top-k techniques for optimizing look-up time can be used for environments that are immensely rich in augmentation. Similarly, other modalities of querying, such as voice can be mapped to DreamStore API calls by applying modality-specific mapping and reduction logic.

5 Prefetching for Interactivity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PREVIOUS</td>
<td>prefetch</td>
<td>CURRENT</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>CURRENT</td>
<td>prefetch</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CURRENT</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Directional Prefetching Strategy based on the four principal directions of movement. The green regions indicate the regions to be prefetched based on the current and the previous location.

The interaction mapper predicts the set of AR objects to be prefetched from the backend data store to keep the DreamStore client interactive, by ensuring objects that are likely to be queried in the near-future are available in the client-side cache.

We describe the prefetching mechanism for a generic Indoor Positioning System (IPS) solution. This abstract mechanism can be customized for different localization techniques depending on their capabilities. All AR objects are assigned to a unique bounded physical space identified by a region_id in the AR setting. For example, each cubicle in a large office, each room, or each floor in a building can have a unique region_id. This is a design choice and would depend on application requirements such as the density of AR objects in the environment, and typical movement pattern and coverage of users.

At the end of every thresholding period, the interaction mapper performs a PREFETCH operation. The prefetching logic generates a set of object_ids, and all these objects are queried at a low priority. The specifics of the PREFETCH operation would depend on the IPS capabilities.

Algorithm 1: Generic prefetching logic to identify the AR objects to be prefetched based on the position and the movement of the client device

Algorithm 1 describes a generic prefetching logic utilizing the client device’s position_context and motion_context. The generate logic is entirely dependent on the deployed IPS solution. For example, a low-effort solution can map AR objects to specific region_ids, and for each PREFETCH operation, it can return the list of objects which are present in the same region. In this case, the generate logic does not utilize the motion_context as it is not available. This solution would work well when the users are confined to the same region for the most part. However, use-cases with movement-patterns spanning multiple regions or frequent switching between regions would generate a large number of PREFETCH requests, which are rarely used and hamper the system performance.

The prefetching mechanism can be improved by movement prediction. A working movement prediction logic can be easily implemented by banking on spatial locality in the access pattern of AR applications. A directional prefetching logic can generate region identifiers closest to the current physical_context of the device in the direction of its current motion. The direction of motion can be identified by various techniques such as extrapolating trajectory from recently logged location data, using on-device motion sensors, or a fusion of these and other techniques. The PREFETCH operation is performed after the regular read batch is generated by the interaction mapper. This ensures that the prefetching requests are queued after the read requests for objects that have been explicitly queried.

Some IPS solutions can effectively map large physical spaces onto a grid with distinct regions or cells. DreamStore uses one such localization dataset to emulate an AR workload. A simple directional prefetching strategy in such a scenario can be implemented by tracking just the device’s current location (cell in the grid) and the last recorded location, using them to determine the principal direction of motion (up, down, left, or right). The current cell provides the position_context, and the last recorded cell, along with the current cell, provides the motion_context. We track the change in the cell position to predict the next likely regions the device will move to. Figure 2 shows this prefetching strategy in action. The device currently in cell B-2 was located previously in A-1, and hence the principal direction of motion is determined to be right, and the
We use a pub-sub broker on top of the primary key-value store for widely used interaction paradigm in such environments designed for performance, and user-interaction is important for evaluating AR applications. However, a user-study of this nature is impractical.

IPS technologies regularly use crowdsourcing for improving indoor positioning accuracy and mapping sensor profiles to physical spaces. These profiles can be used to train predictors for determining the next spatial region the user might move to, given the movement trajectory until that point.

6 AR-View Maintenance

AR clients in the same shared physical space are required to acknowledge changes by each other while at the same time, ensuring that they can function without explicitly tracking every other client in the system. Decoupling the clients enforces scalability at the abstraction level by allowing them to operate independently of each other. Hence we model the multi-client augmented reality environment as a loosely-coupled system. Publish/subscribe is a widely used interaction paradigm in such environments designed for scalability and real-time data synchronization across components. We use a pub-sub broker on top of the primary key-value store for data synchronization across different AR clients connecting to the DreamStore platform through web socket connections. Although our prototype for the experiment in this paper uses Redis for both the key-value store and the pub-sub broker, the system design is not restricted to it and can use any of the other key-value stores and pub-sub brokers.

The WebSocket server creates a redis channel for each object that is queried by the AR clients. It has a dedicated redis subscription client for each AR client connecting to it, which subscribes to updates on every AR object it queries. These updates are published to the AR client through the established WebSocket connection. Figure 3 shows the data synchronization across AR clients in action. A READ request on an object not maintained in ARView generates a READ request for the backend store. The application server maintains a pool of redis clients to issue SET, GET, and PUBLISH requests to the redis store. Algorithm 2 details the processing of a request generated by the view-management module on the client-side by the application server.

The WebSocket server manages the communication between Redis and the websocket clients. It maintains a unique redis subscription client for each AR client connecting to it. The subscription client subscribes to updates on every object in the data-store that is accessed by the corresponding AR client, and forwards these updates as soon as they are available to the WebSocket server, which publishes it to the corresponding AR client’s WebSocket channel. We do not differentiate between the different priorities of READ calls in this section for the ease of explanation. We explain how these priorities affect this communication in section 4.2. Each client maintains a subset of the objects from the store that it is currently operating on in a client-side cache ARView. This view is maintained asynchronously by our client-side library. When a READ call is issued on an object which is not present in the local-cache, the library sends a “READ” : object_id to the server. The WebSocket server maintains a pool of redis-client connections for issuing SET, GET, and PUBLISH commands to Redis. On receiving a GET message from a client, the server uses a connection from the pool to fetch the queried object and sends it to the requesting client. When a client issues a GET on an object, the corresponding redis subscription client creates a subscription on a channel name corresponding to its object id. The WebSocket connections continuously listen for updates on the redis subscription clients corresponding to them, every new message on this connection is immediately sent back to the client-device where the view-management library asynchronously updates the local copy of the corresponding object. When the COMMIT method is invoked, the view-management library sends a “WRITE” : [object_id : object_value] for each object with a set dirty bit. The server issues a SET and a PUBLISH command to Redis on a connection from its pool of redis clients. The PUBLISH command is issued on the channel named object_id with the message [object_id : object_value]. Thus the synchronization between multiple clients is managed without any effort from the application developer.

7 Evaluation

Existing AR research is lacking in performance evaluation of large-scale shared reality experience deployments [32]. User evaluations focused on human perception and cognition in AR, user-performance, and user-interaction is important for evaluating AR applications. However, a user-study of this nature is impractical...
for studying system performance with hundreds of users accessing the same shared AR space. DreamStore evaluation utilizes query-intensive workloads emulated from realistic AR application profiles.

### 7.1 Workload Generation

Because of a lack of open location-tagged AR workloads, we used an indoor localization dataset (referred to as IPS in the text) published by Mohammadi et al. [20] to simulate AR application sessions. This dataset is generated from a grid of iBeacons deployed in a campus library (200 ft x 180 ft). We utilize the data used for localization training that maps a time-stamped measurement of multiple beacon reading to a grid in the physical space. These grids are analogous to the regions in DreamStore (Section 5). In order to emulate multiple client workloads, we segmented the 1420 point dataset into 14 distinct paths.

In order to emulate a generic AR application, we created an Android application powered by DreamStore that scans the space for identifiable markers for which it has associated object information in the database. We placed twelve unique fiducial markers at different locations in an office cubicle, each identifying an object in the physical space, e.g., computer screen, bulletin board, appliances, etc. The data stores were populated with synthetic information associated with these objects and tagged with geographical coordinates. A read workload was created by scanning the space for about four minutes, querying information on one or more objects at a time, while recording all the API calls. The sequence of READ calls in the recorded workload was permuted to create 1000 different client sessions (randomly). We simulated 1000 user sessions by picking a random segmented user-session for each user, introducing a random start delay, and assigning randomly generated READ requests picking from the objects assigned to the grid the point belongs to. Each simulated user either uses the same succession of points as in the segmented user-sessions obtained from the training dataset or inverts it to emulate a new path resulting in a total of 28 distinct paths.

In order to emulate a realistic time-stamped human-movement path data. In order to emulate an AR scenario, we designated ten unique AR objects to each grid and added a READ request at each data point for 1 to 5 objects at random. Each point in the segmented user-session is annotated with the timestamp it was generated at, the unique region it is located in, and an assigned set of AR object identifiers. The typical time gap between consecutive measurements between two consecutive points in each user session is between 2-4 seconds, making these sessions representative of the reduced query-workload one would expect after applying query-thresholding (Section 4.2). We simulated 1000 user sessions by picking a random segmented user-session for each user, introducing a random start delay, and assigning randomly generated READ requests picked from the objects assigned to the grid the point belongs to. Each simulated user either uses the same succession of points as in the segmented user-sessions obtained from the training dataset or inverts it to emulate a new path resulting in a total of 28 distinct paths.

In order to emulate a realistic time-stamped human-movement path data. In order to emulate an AR scenario, we designated ten unique AR objects to each grid and added a READ request at each data point for 1 to 5 objects at random. Each point in the segmented user-session is annotated with the timestamp it was generated at, the unique region it is located in, and an assigned set of AR object identifiers. The typical time gap between consecutive measurements between two consecutive points in each user session is between 2-4 seconds, making these sessions representative of the reduced query-workload one would expect after applying query-thresholding (Section 4.2). We simulated 1000 user sessions by picking a random segmented user-session for each user, introducing a random start delay, and assigning randomly generated READ requests picked from the objects assigned to the grid the point belongs to. Each simulated user either uses the same succession of points as in the segmented user-sessions obtained from the training dataset or inverts it to emulate a new path resulting in a total of 28 distinct paths.

In order to emulate a realistic time-stamped human-movement path data. In order to emulate an AR scenario, we designated ten unique AR objects to each grid and added a READ request at each data point for 1 to 5 objects at random. Each point in the segmented user-session is annotated with the timestamp it was generated at, the unique region it is located in, and an assigned set of AR object identifiers. The typical time gap between consecutive measurements between two consecutive points in each user session is between 2-4 seconds, making these sessions representative of the reduced query-workload one would expect after applying query-thresholding (Section 4.2). We simulated 1000 user sessions by picking a random segmented user-session for each user, introducing a random start delay, and assigning randomly generated READ requests picked from the objects assigned to the grid the point belongs to. Each simulated user either uses the same succession of points as in the segmented user-sessions obtained from the training dataset or inverts it to emulate a new path resulting in a total of 28 distinct paths.

### 7.2 Test Setup

The data platform (Redis) and the WebSocket server were set up on an n1-standard-4 Google cloud instances (4 vCPUs, 15GB RAM). The client workloads were divided evenly over two different n1-standard-4 Google cloud instances (4 vCPUs, 26GB RAM) for each test scenario.

We evaluated the following test configurations for the three workloads – IPS, Generic, and Generic-MIXED.

- **Naive** – In this setup, each DreamStore API call translates to a server call, triggering a backend request for each implicit or explicit data interaction on the UI.
- **Reduced** – In this setup, we utilize the query thresholding described in Section 4.2 to reduce the generated READ calls to the backend.
- **DreamStore** – The clients cache objects on top of the query reduction in the previous setup. For the Generic and Generic-MIXED workloads, the clients cache an object the first time it is accessed and maintain it in the cache throughout the rest of the session.

### 7.3 Performance Metrics

We use metrics that are useful for evaluating interactive data exploration systems [24], in addition to metrics that are performance indicators for specific DreamStore features.

- **Query Issue Rate**: The number of queries issued to either the local cache or the backend, indicating the efficiency of the interactive mapper in reducing the query workload through thresholding and prioritization.
- **Latency/Response Time**: The response time on the client for each READ and WRITE request.
- **Update Propagation Time**: The time for the object value update from COMMIT by a client to propagate to other clients maintaining the object in their local cache.
- **Cache Hit Ratio**: The proportion of READ requests serviced by the local client cache, indicating the effectiveness of the prefetching policy.
- **Interactive Constraint Violation**: The proportion of requests for which the response time exceeds 100ms. Requests exceeding this threshold would potentially hamper the user experience.

### 7.4 Results

Due to the time granularity (at least 2 seconds) of recording in the dataset that IPS workload emulates, it resembles the reduced workload that would be generated by the DreamStore query reduction methods. Hence, we do not present the workload reduction evaluation metric (query issue rate) for it. Additionally, since it is a READ-only workload, update propagation time is not an applicable metric for its evaluation.

#### 7.4.1Generic Workload

We use value thresholding (Section 4.2) to reduce the query workload generated by the DreamStore clients, issuing READ calls only for objects which are queried at least twice in the READ-aggregation period – 100 ms.

- **Query Issue Rate**: Figure 4 and Table 1 show the reduction in query-rate for a client session from about 5 every 100ms to close to 1 in the Generic workload after thresholding.
- **Average Latency**: The reduction in query-rate dramatically reduces the workload on the server, improving the average response time per query by about 4 times, as can be seen in the difference between the Naive and the Reduced setup in Table 1.

**Interactive Constraint Violation**: Table 2 shows the proportion of requests that cross the interactive latency threshold of 100ms. Value thresholding brings down the violation rate from 0.8 to 0.07, which is reduced to almost 0 by enabling local cache in the DreamStore setup. Figure 5a and Figure 5b show the response time per query for one of the client sessions in the Generic workload.
Table 1: Aggregate READ performance measures and generated query issue rate for the Naive, Reduced (RED), and DreamStore (DS) setups. – Generic workload

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>NAIVE</th>
<th>RED</th>
<th>DS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Response Time (ms)</td>
<td>AVG</td>
<td>300.2</td>
<td>72.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MED</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MIN</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAX</td>
<td>1290</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>189.5</td>
<td>20.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query Rate/client (queries/100 ms)</td>
<td>AVG</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MED</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MIN</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAX</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Latency Constraint Violation (LCV) – The ratio of requests exceeding the 100 ms latency mark for the different test setups under Generic workload

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setup</th>
<th>Requests/Client</th>
<th>LCV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naive</td>
<td>9239</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>2849</td>
<td>0.073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DreamStore</td>
<td>2849</td>
<td>8.54 × 10⁻⁶</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.4.2 Generic-MIXED Workload

The Generic-MIXED workload shows performance characteristics similar to that of the Generic workload. 

Average Latency: Table 3 shows the response time statistics for the different test setups. The READ response times are not affected by the occasional updates in the workload.

Table 3: Aggregate READ performance measures for the Naive, Reduced, and DreamStore setups. – Generic-MIXED workload

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setup</th>
<th>AVG</th>
<th>MED</th>
<th>MIN</th>
<th>MAX</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naive</td>
<td>303.56</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>1323</td>
<td>235.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>82.9</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>28.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DreamStore</td>
<td>8.97</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>6.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Update Propagation Time: The DreamStore setup measures update propagation time by including the update time in the object value when a client issues a COMMIT call on it. Table 4 shows the updates are propagated to all the clients in a reasonable time, well within the interactive latency constraint. Moreover, the propagation times are consistent across the workload with little variation.

Table 4: Update Propagation Time for Generic-MIXED workload

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setup</th>
<th>AVG</th>
<th>MED</th>
<th>MIN</th>
<th>MAX</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naive</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.4.3 IPS Workload

The IPS workload has a wide variation in the client-session running times ranging from 18 seconds to 2972 seconds or about 50 minutes. We report the latency statistics and the cache hit rate over the entire workload. 

Cache Hit Rate: Each data point in a client-session has a physical zone assigned to it, identified by a letter and a number combination, positioning it in a unique cell in the grid. We implement a directional prefetching strategy as described in Section 5, and achieve a cache hit rate of 0.91 over the entire workload.

Average Latency: Table 5 shows the aggregate query response time statistics for the IPS workload. As explained earlier, the IPS workload does not present any avenue for query reduction because of the way it is designed. The performance improvement seen in the DreamStore setup over the Naive setup comes from the directional prefetching, which ensure over 90% requests are serviced by the local cache for each client. 

The Naive setup for the IPS workloads corresponds to the Reduced setup for the Generic workload in terms of the order of query
Table 5: Aggregate READ performance measures for the Naive and DreamStore setups. – IPS workload

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setup</th>
<th>AVG</th>
<th>MED</th>
<th>MIN</th>
<th>MAX</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naive</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DreamStore</td>
<td>11.25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>176</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

issue rate, and both show similar performance. The latency constraint violation rate is about 0.11 for the Naive setup, showing more than 10% of the queries exceeding the interactive latency threshold. The IPS workload achieves a latency constraint violation rate of about 0.01 with the DreamStore setup from the performance gains due to prefetching and caching.

8 DISCUSSION

In contrast to the specialized data platforms for AR discussed in section 2, DreamStore strips down the amount of information it needs at the backend by having a dedicated store for virtual object properties and relying on a different visual recognition database for marking the placement of these objects in space. The database is not required to store spatial information for entire spaces such as the large scene graph in the system by Schmalteig et al [27]; making the search and storage more efficient. DreamStore can be implemented along with platforms like Spatial Anchors – utilizing its persistent object tracking and storage, and implementing the local cache management techniques on top of it.

Existing works on AR architecture and shared AR do not focus on the problem of data synchronization in a multi-client environment, and are geared towards placing and tracking AR objects in the shared-world view between different clients. DreamStore can enhance these applications with the proposed workload reduction techniques and prefetching and caching strategies.

Query Workload Reduction: Reducing the query workload generated by the clients through query prioritization and thresholding (Section 4.2) improves the average latency by about 4 times in the Generic (Table 1) and Generic-Mixed (Table 3) workloads. Some of the reduction in the READ requests in the Generic-MIXED workload can be attributed to the WRITE requests generated by the clients as the READs are suppressed for the think-time duration of an active WRITE request. The latency per query with the reduced setup does not show as wide a spread in the naive setup ensuring a more consistent system response throughout the session. The response time gradually keeps increasing for the naive setup with sharp changes, possibly indicating connection pool recycling or WebSocket connection backlog issues because of increasing system load (Figure 5). The Reduced setup shows a gradual increase in the response time across the session with few occasional spikes that are not as deviant from the latency distribution across the session as seen in the Naive setup.

On account of how the IPS workload is designed (course granularity of location logging), the query distribution resembles the workload obtained after reduction, and hence the performance improvement seen in the DreamStore setup for IPS can be attributed completely to the prefetching and caching strategies.

Prefetching and Caching: The Generic and Generic-MIXED workloads access a small number of objects over the entire session that can all be cached on each client. Hence, the cache hit rate is not a relevant metric for the two workloads, as they would only have a cache miss for an object the first time it is accessed in the session. The DreamStore setup shows a consistent response time across the session 5, with the spikes in the query latency indicating the first time a new object is accessed, and the READ call is serviced from the backend data store.

A high cache hit rate (0.91) with the IPS workload shows the effectiveness of even a relatively simple prefetching strategy. The cache misses can be attributed to the obvious misses at the start of each client session, and a few points in some of the client sessions where the object access pattern is not in line with the directional prefetching strategy. Some of these measurements skip cells in the grid along with an unusual jump in time, indicating possible missing measurements in the base dataset. The deployed IPS system and the ease of predictability of user movement pattern would impact the effectiveness of the employed prefetching strategy.

8.1 Limitations

Although DreamStore focuses on reducing visual clutter along with providing consistent and interactivity latency, there are multiple design considerations from the perspective of human cognition and perception for AR visualization that were not considered. An important issue that arises from this work would be visualizing updates on objects. To a user interacting and manipulating an AR object, any explicit updates issued by them are something that they would expect a feedback for. However, system-initiated updates (updates in the underlying data due to source update or an action from another user) can potentially distract users.

Intuitively, certain objects and tasks should prefer the DreamStore style of pushing every object update to the interface. For other objects and tasks, it could be useful to suppress the updates if the user’s attention is required elsewhere and the task is unaffected by the update in consideration, or emphasize the update by calling out users’ attention if that is more helpful to the user task and performance. Another potential problem with the frequency of visualized updates in DreamStore could be the system ignoring objects because of their low visual query frequency, even though the user might be interested in them.

9 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Through performance evaluation of query-intensive workloads that emulate multiple AR clients in a shared physical space, we showed that DreamStore can reduce effective query-rate through workload-reduction by about 5 times, and along with client-side caching, can bring down the average response time by an order of magnitude compared to the baseline setup. DreamStore can effectively ensure interactive latency, with an interactive constraint violation rate of about 0% compared to 80% in the baseline setup, and provide near-real-time update propagation across clients well within the 100 ms interactive latency threshold. We show the effectiveness of an appropriate prefetching strategy, achieving a cache hit ratio of 0.91 with a directional prefetching strategy for an indoor movement workload, improving the average query latency by an order of magnitude.

DreamStore can enhance shared AR experiences in a variety of settings such as shared AR gaming experiences and collaborative work environments [4, 28], by effectively mapping user interactions in AR to a reduced set of data queries along with priority such that they do not overload the data platform, and enabling easy and rapid development of applications with interactive latency under updates for a smooth AR experience with numerous clients. It can power AR data analytics use-cases [5, 17] by facilitating real-word data querying in AR by providing a backend datastore and a framework for work-sharing and data synchronization between multiple clients.

In the future, we intend to release client-environment specific view-management libraries for popular AR platforms. We are also working on further refining the interaction module and defining the interaction mapper for a broader set of user actions for different interaction modalities.
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